Random poll on Vietnam situation completed by Harvard's Crimson

By Jeff Trimmer

Our neighbors up the river took a poll of various students and Radcliffe students the other day. The Harvard Crimson undertook to call various students randomly in an effort to determine campus opinion on the Vietnam situation. In all, some 20 people were asked for opinions.

The poll revealed some surprising or some not-so-surprising results, depending on your point of view. Although 40 per cent of those interviewed favored U. S. withdrawal from Vietnam, some weren't so sure of anything. "I don't know much about Vietnam," said a Radcliffe sophomore. "I thought I did until they started to pass out some of those pamphlets which said that everyone I thought was wrong. Isn't the Viet Cong Communist?" Another responded with "I just don't know; I'm not sure what we should do."

With all the attention of the nation focused on some recent student riots for free speech,镪-
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TER two hours of dumping and service being refused to two German Shepherd dogs, the administration admitted the problem and agreed to consider the demands of the strikers. Some students thought they gave in too easily and offered to protest this, but the more conservative elements prevailed.

One of the fraternities at Ohio Wesleyan University came up with a party, inviting the pledges from one of the neighboring sororities to a Playboy party they required that the girls come dressed for the occasion complete with bunny costumes. The pledges managed to make their costumes except for the cuffs and collars which the fraternity men provided. As part of their pledge talks the girls were required to serve the fraternity men and their dates.

There has been much comment about the moral decline of today's college people. Is perhaps an attempt for self-repair the Inter-university conference at the University of Rochester passed a resolution outlawing sex in facilities operated by members of the IFC. The note proceeds with the statements that "student opinions varied concerning the university administration's new so-called 'bedroom rules' which preempted the IFC resolution, but the student commented, "If you take a girl in your room you must be able to entertain her any way you see fit."

There is an article in The Trinity Tripod, the newspaper of Trinity College, for the final note. The British Salvation Army, it seems, recently suggested that the "eviction illicit sex, gambling and gossipping" of the late Ian Fleming's James Bond books may be demoralizing British youth. The article from the British Salvation Army's periodical War Cry, suggested that, "At social Bond fans are youngish. It may not be coincidence that the criminal statistics for England and Wales show a near per cent increase in indictable offenses, including robbery, murder, and other crimes of violence."

First MIT classes 100 years ago; Institute began in one classroom

February 20 marks the hundredth anniversary of the beginning of classes at William Barton Rogers's new Institute. The 1861 Centennial celebrated the incorporation of the Institute by charter, but shortly after that document was signed in 1861, the Civil War began, postponing MIT's beginning. It wasn't until February 20, 1865, that the first class was held.

On that date 15 men enrolled for a Preliminary Course of Instruction in the MIT School of Industrial Science. It was held in one room on the second floor of the Mercantile Library Building at 15 Summer Street, Boston. Although the building no longer exists, there is a plaque marking its site—one on the Kennedy Building on Hawley Street. MIT's first full year of classes started there, too, because the building on Boylston Street wasn't yet ready.
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